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SUMMARY

This article addresses two issues in solar energy forecasting from the numerical weather prediction (NWP) models using machine learning. First, we are interested in determining the relevant information for the forecasting task. With this purpose, a study has been carried out to evaluate the influence on accuracy of the number of NWP grid nodes used as input for the forecasting model, as well as their relative importance. Several machine learning (support vector machines and gradient boosting) and feature selection algorithms (linear, ReliefF, and local information analysis) have been used in this study. The second aim is to be able to predict solar energy for locations where no previous production data are available. To address this goal, an approach consisting on modeling regions in the grid is proposed. Models (aggregate models) use as input attributes the meteorological variables relevant for the region and two new inputs to identify the location of each station: the latitude and the longitude. Those models can be used to predict energy production for existing stations and for new locations, represented by latitude and longitude. Copyright © 2015 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Photovoltaic systems are becoming important sources of energy in electricity networks. However, electric utility companies are required to guarantee electricity supply within certain ranges in future periods, which is difficult given the fluctuating nature of weather conditions. Thus, accurate forecast of solar radiation is becoming an important issue in the context of renewable energy sources. An approach to forecasting is to use statistical and machine learning techniques based on historical data of solar production [1]. With respect to the machine learning techniques using historical data, many works appear in the literature that use, for instance, artificial neural networks [2] or support vector machines (SVM) [3, 4]. However, for the prediction horizons required by photovoltaic plants (day-ahead), it has been shown that models based on numerical weather prediction (NWP) systems, such as the global forecast system and the European Center for Medium-Range Weather Forecast, are a good alternative [1]. These models forecast meteorological variables for points in a low-resolution grid. NWP-forecasted variables have been used as input for machine learning techniques mainly for wind power prediction [5, 6] and recently for solar energy forecasting [7, 8].

Here, we are interested on issues related to predicting incoming solar energy from NWP models computed from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration/Earth System Research Laboratory Global Ensemble Forecast System (GEFS). GEFS provides short-term forecasting for
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several meteorological variables, for different points or nodes located in a grid. In principle, the meteorological variables of the closest grid nodes to the solar station should be the most relevant for prediction, but it can be useful to know how prediction accuracy improves as more and more GEFS grid nodes are used as input for the machine learning techniques. Therefore, the first goal of this paper, initially addressed in [9], is to study the influence of the number of grid nodes on the prediction accuracy. This involves building individual models for places where historical solar radiation data are available. These individual or local models can take into account the characteristics of each solar site, which may be different because of the topography of the area where it is located, microclimate, and so on. However, these models can only predict energy production for that particular location. Thus, the second goal addresses solar radiation prediction for new solar stations that could be deployed on a new location in the future, where no such historical data are known.

For this paper, we use the data supplied by Kaggle‡ where the goal was to predict the total daily solar energy at 98 Oklahoma mesonet solar sites using 15 NWP variables every 3 h spread on a 16×9 spatial grid. With respect to the first issue addressed in this article, two state-of-the-art machine learning techniques (SVM [10] and gradient boosted regression (GBR) [11, 12]) have been used to build models for each solar station, varying the number of GEFS grid nodes used as input for the models, starting from the closest grid nodes. For the cases where many grid nodes are used, the resulting large number of attributes might worsen the generalization capabilities of the learning algorithms. Therefore, feature selection methods have been applied to study whether prediction accuracy could be improved using a selection of input attributes. In the literature, a large variety of feature selection methods can be found [13, 14]. In this work, three filter methods are used: linear correlation (one of the simplest methods), ReliefF algorithm (a commonly used robust algorithm) [15], and the local information analysis (LIA) algorithm (an advanced and fast method that uses local reliable information provided by each attribute) [9].

To address the second goal (prediction in new locations), a direct approach would be to build a global model using the available data from all the 98 stations and adding two new inputs to the model in order to identify the location of each station: the latitude and the longitude. Thus, the model would be trained with the whole data, and it could be applied to any location (in terms of latitude and longitude), not only to the 98 stations given in the problem. However, training such a global model in the context of this problem is computationally very expensive. An alternative option is to split the computation of the global model, building specific models for localized regions in the grid and grouping the subsets of the 98 stations included in the region. More specifically, the proposed approach is to learn one model for every square region in the grid, grouping solar sites within each square. Those models, which we have called aggregate models, use the information of all the solar stations within the square region. In addition to the NWP variables of the surrounding grid nodes (which were already used for the individual models), the latitude and longitude are added as input variables in order to provide information to the model about the localization of the sites.

Some works found in the literature address the problem of estimating meteorological variables in new locations. For instance, in [16], different methods, such as inverse distance weighted, natural neighbor, and kriging [17] (a statistical method), are compared with estimate precipitation, temperature, and wind speed in unsampled locations. Kriging methods together with orographic corrections are also used in [18] to interpolate wind speed. In the same line, Alsamamra et al. [19] use a kriging method with topographic external variables to estimate global solar radiation in new locations. As a final example, in [20], a neural network is used as the method for interpolating solar radiation, instead of kriging, by using latitude and longitude as input to the network. The aim of these works is to use known measurements of meteorological variables to compute the same variable at unsampled locations. However, although our goal is also to estimate a variable (solar energy) at new locations, there are two main differences: (1) the inputs to our model are not measurements of the same variable (solar radiation in this case) but the surrounding NWP grid nodes and (2) the final model can be used to predict solar radiation in the future, rather than predicting the variable at the same time the measurements have been taken.

SOLAR ENERGY PREDICTION AND INTERPOLATION

Figure 1. Global Ensemble Forecast System (GEFS) grid points and mesonet stations.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes the data used in this work to address the two stated goals. Section 3 explains all machine learning methods used in this research. This section includes the feature selection methods involved in the first part and the regression methods used in the first and second parts. The first goal of the paper is dealt with in Section 4 (Part I). This section presents the results of the performance of the different machine learning techniques as the number of grid nodes is increased and the results of the study of different feature selection methods for solar energy production forecasting. Section 5 (Part II) describes the aggregate models, which is the approach for solar energy prediction at new locations, explaining the procedure to train and validate those models. This section includes the experimental results, both for existing and new locations. Finally, Section 6 provides the conclusions of this work.

2. DESCRIPTION OF DATA

The data available from the Kaggle website have been provided by the American Meteorological Society. The goal is to predict the total daily incoming solar energy, measured in J m\(^{-2}\), at 98 sites of the Oklahoma Mesonet network, which covers a surface of, approximately, 180,000 km\(^2\). The input data for each day correspond to the output of the NWP model GEFS using 11 ensemble members and five forecast timesteps from 12 to 24 h in 3-h increments. Each ensemble member produces outputs for 15 different meteorological variables for each timestep and each point of a 16 × 9 uniform land-surface grid, with a spatial resolution of about 90 km, including the State of Oklahoma and surrounding areas. Figure 1 shows the GEFS grid nodes (blue points) and the 98 Oklahoma Mesonet sites (red points). Some of the meteorological variables used are the following: accumulated precipitation (kg m\(^{-2}\)), air pressure (Pa), downward and upward short-wave/long-wave radiation (W m\(^{-2}\)), cloud cover (%), and temperature (K). A more detailed information can be found in. Thus, the number of attributes for each grid node is 11 × 5 × 15 = 875. Because the number of grid points is 16 × 9 = 144, the total amount of available data for each day equals 118,800. Data have been collected everyday from 1994 to 2007 (5113 days) in association with the corresponding accumulated incoming solar energy, which is the attribute to be predicted. This accumulated incoming solar energy (in J m\(^{-2}\)) has been calculated by summing the solar energy measured by a pyranometer at each mesonet site every 5 min, from the sunrise to 23:55 universal time coordinated of the corresponding date.

---
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From the total input–output available data covering 14 years, we have used the period 1994–2005 as the training set (4383 days), reserving the period 2006–2007 (730 days) for the testing set.

3. METHODS

3.1. Regression methods

The machine learning techniques tested in this work to predict the energy production have been SVM and GBR.

Support vector machines [10] are a class of supervised learning method extensively applied to classification and regression problems. SVMs basically construct maximum margin hyperplanes and use kernel functions to build non-linear models. The most commonly used kernel functions are linear, polynomial, and the radial basis function (RBF) kernels. Accuracy is greatly influenced by the cost parameter $C$ and the kernel parameters ($\sigma$ in the case of the most commonly used kernel, the RBF). A more detailed information about SVMs can be found in [21, 22]. In this work, we have tested both linear and RBF kernels, and we have used the Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis SVM implementation called sequential minimal optimization (SMO) [23].

Gradient boosted regression is a recent machine learning technique that has shown considerable success in predictive accuracy. The method was proposed by Friedman [11, 12], and it produces a prediction model in the form of an ensemble of weak prediction models, typically decision trees. GBR uses two algorithms: regression trees and boosting (an adaptive method for combining many simple models to give improved predictive performance) that builds and combines a collection of models (regression trees, in this case). Boosting constructs ensembles by sequentially adding models, so that each model focuses on mistakes made by the previous model. Like SVM, the accuracy of GBR models depends on some parameters, as the number of trees used, the shrinkage (a regularization parameter) and the depth of trees. A more detailed description can be found in [24]. We have used for experiments the gbm package [25] from the R language [26].

3.2. Attribute selection methods

In this work, three feature weighting attribute selection algorithms have been used: linear correlation, ReliefF, and LIA. The linear correlation attribute selection method ranks attributes according to their linear correlation with the target. The ReliefF algorithm [15] estimates the quality of attributes in problems with strong dependencies between attributes. The estimation of the quality of attributes is made according to how well their values distinguish between instances that are near to each other. It evaluates an attribute by repeatedly sampling an instance and considering the value of the given attribute for the nearest instance of the same and different class. In our work, the algorithm implementation for Weka tool [23] (ReliefFAttributeEval) has been used as the attribute evaluator and Ranker as search method. The LIA algorithm uses local information to evaluate the relevance of the attributes, and it is described in more detail as follows.

Attribute selection algorithm based on local information analysis. Basically, the algorithm consists of evaluating all possible subsets 1 and 2 attributes, mapping each input datum into grids of dimensions 1 and 2, respectively, using the value of the corresponding attributes. The algorithm assumes that the output is binary; that is, patterns belong to two classes: $C_0$ and $C_1$. For regression, as in this work, the problem is transformed into 10 binary problems, by discretizing the output value in 10 intervals. The attribute selection algorithm is applied to each problem, and the rankings of the 10 sets of attributes are combined.

The algorithm is based on computing the reliable information provided by each attribute in the target class, by means of an evaluation function $F_I$ that estimates the number of instances belonging to the target class that are not due to randomness (given a confidence value), within a cell of the grid. In order to define $F_I$, the following notation will be used:

- $C_1$ and $C_0$: $C_1$ is the target class. $C_0$ is the alternative class.
- Total $C_1$ and Total $C_0$: Number of $C_1$ and $C_0$ patterns in the dataset.
- **Cell**: A cell in the grid
  - Cell.C₁ and Cell.C₀: Number of C₁ and C₀ patterns in the cell.
  - Cell.Total = Cell.C₀ + Cell.C₁

- **Confidence value**
- **Density** = \( \frac{\text{Total.C₁}}{\text{Total.C₁} + \text{Total.C₀}} \).

Given that this technique has been designed for binary problems, the statistical tool for modeling probabilities is the binomial distribution. Therefore, the function used to estimate randomness effects in a Cell, for a given Confidence and a Density (determined by the problem) is given by Equation 1.

\[
F_E(\text{Cell, Confidence, Density}) = IBD(\text{Cell.Total, Confidence, Density})
\]  

where \( IBD \) is the inverse of the binomial distribution, that is, a function that returns the number of events \( x \) such as the cumulative probability \( p(X \leq x) \leq \text{Confidence} \) in a binomial distribution with parameters \( n = \text{Cell.Total} \) and \( p = \text{Density} \). Therefore, \( F_E \) returns a number in \([0, N]\), where \( N \) is any positive number.

Equation (2) displays the \( F_I \) function, which computes how many \( C₁ \) instances within a cell cannot be explained by chance alone, and returns a value within \([0, \text{Cell.C₁}]\). In order to formalize \( F_I \) function, a parameter \( CP \) (named confidence parameter) is defined to determine the value of Confidence that is used to compute the information provided by each attribute. Basically, \( \text{Confidence} = 1 - 10^{-CP} \).

\[
F_I(\text{Cell, CP}) = \max((\text{Cell.C₁} - F_E(\text{Cell, Confidence, Density}), 0.0))
\]  

Next, the full attribute selection algorithm will be described in detail. Previously, some notations and parameters are introduced:

- Grids with \( P^{dim} \) cells are constructed by dividing \([0, 1]\) in \( P \) parts (in this work \( P = 4 \)). \( dim \) is the dimension of the grid. In this study \( dim = 1 \) and \( dim = 2 \).
- VR is a vector with as many components as attributes (\( n\text{Atrs} \)). It will be used to store the weight of each attribute for dimension \( dim \).
- MI is a matrix of dimension \( n\text{Atrs} \times C \). It will be used to accumulate the information provided by each attribute, for every confidence parameter \( CP \) used.
- VRT is a vector with as many components as attributes (\( n\text{Atrs} \)). It will be used to store the total weight of each attribute.
- The confidence parameter \( CP \) takes values from \( CP_{\text{min}} \) to \( CP_{\text{max}} \) by steps of size \( \Delta \). All possible values of \( CP \) are stored in the VConf vector: \( VConf_i = CP_{\text{min}} + i \times \Delta \) for \( i = 0 \ldots C \) where \( C = \frac{CP_{\text{max}} - CP_{\text{min}}}{\Delta} \). In the experiments of this paper, \( CP_{\text{min}} = 0.315 \), \( CP_{\text{max}} = 7.305 \), and \( \Delta = 0.25 \). This corresponds, respectively, to levels of \( \text{Confidence}_{\text{min}} = 0.5 \) and \( \text{Confidence}_{\text{max}} = 0.9999999 \).

The steps of the algorithm are the following:

1. VRT is initialized to zero.
2. Grids with dimension 1 are processed (\( dim = 1 \)).
3. VR and MI are initialized to zero.
4. For each combination of \( dim \) attributes (in the case of \( dim > 1 \) only are computed those combinations of attributes in which there is an attribute that has provided information when grids of dimension \( dim = 1 \)): 

\[\text{This parameter is not exactly equivalent to statistical confidence because there are other factors that must be taken into account, such as data distribution and autocorrelation.}\]
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The grid with \( P^{dim} \) cells is constructed. Each training pattern is mapped to its corresponding cell, according to the attributes considered in the grid. The number of patterns \( Cell.C_1 \) and \( Cell.C_0 \) is computed for every cell.

- \( F_I \) (Equation 2) is used to compute the information provided in each cell and for every confidence parameter in \( VConf \), and values obtained are accumulated in \( MI \) as follows:

\[
MI_{ij} = \sum_{Cell} F_I(\text{Cell}, VConf_j) j = 1 \ldots C, i \in \{\text{ProcessedAttributes}\}
\]  

5. In order to assign a weight to every attribute, \( MI \) is processed starting from the last column (corresponding to the maximum confidence \( Confidence_{max} \) or \( CP_{max} \)) and decreasing the confidence level until all attributes (or the desired number of attributes) have been assigned a weight. The sequence of steps is as follows:

- \( k = C \).
- The attribute \( i \) with maximum information in \( MI_{ik} \) and \( VR_i = 0 \) is assigned a weight \( nAtrs \). The next attribute is assigned a weight \( nAtrs - 1 \), and so on. This is repeated for all attributes that have information for that confidence level. These weights are stored in vector \( VR \).
- If the number of desired attributes max \( Atrs \) has not been reached and \( k > 1 \), then the confidence level is decreased, and therefore, column \( k = k - 1 \) is processed. Then, the previous step is repeated.

6. \( VRT_i = VRT_i + VR_i, i \in \{1 \ldots nAtrs\} \)
7. If \( dim < 2 \), then \( dim = dim + 1 \) and the algorithm continues at step 2.
8. Attributes are ranked according to \( VRT \) in order descendent. The first is the most relevant, and so on.

3.3. A note on parallelization

In the problem addressed in this work, notwithstanding whether individual (Part I) or aggregate models (Part II) are learned, a large amount of them has to be constructed, and this can be carried out in parallel. For instance, given that there are 98 solar stations, 98 individual models have to be estimated. Even when dealing with aggregate models, there are 24 of them. Also, interpolation performance is measured by means of cross-validation that multiplies the number of models to be constructed. Finally, optimal parameter adjustment of the learning algorithms by means of exhaustive grid search also offers many opportunities for straightforward parallelization. To summarize, in this work, each different model (of the many to be estimated) is learned in parallel, in a different CPU or core.

There are many possibilities for parallel execution in R. In this work, we have chosen the foreach package [27]. Foreach is an iteration construct that transparently allows for each loop in the iteration to be executed in different cores or machines. Parallel execution can be achieved via doMC (using parallel/multicore on single workstations), doSNOW (using snow, which allows creating clusters made of several machines), or doMPI (using Rmpi and MPI or Message Passing Interface). In this work, three PCs with i7-3770 3.4 GHz and 10-Gb RAM have been used. Packages foreach and doMC [28] have been used for parallelizing work using the four real cores of the three i7-3770 CPUs.

4. PART I: STUDY OF MACHINE LEARNING TECHNIQUES FOR SOLAR ENERGY FORECASTING

In this part, SMO and GBR have been tested to approximate the solar energy production in the 98 mesonet stations given in the problem. First, for each mesonet station, models have been built using the information provided by the nearest grid nodes (from 1 to 16, incrementally), and then, an attribute selection algorithm is applied. Before running the models, some preliminary studies have been carried out in order to decide aspects related with the information provided by GEFS and to decide some important parameters of the machine learning methods.
4.1. Preliminary studies and parameter adjustment

As it has been mentioned in Section 2, data provided by GEFS include 11 ensemble output forecasting models. Using the 11 ensemble members as input variables to machine learning algorithms would imply to build up 11 regressors for each solar station. On the other hand, it is not obvious which ensemble member should be chosen. In this work, three different approaches to combine the 11 ensemble members have been considered: compute the mean of the 11 ensembles, compute the median, and compute the mode. The three approaches have been run using the information provided by the 5 nearest grid points and the average of mean absolute error (MAE) for the 98 mesonet stations are 1,940,816, 1,955,128, and 1,979,554, respectively. Therefore, we have decided to use the mean of the 11 ensemble models to summarize the information provided by all the ensembles.

On the other hand, the accuracy of SMO and GBR models depends on their parameters. To establish the optimal parameter values for each solar station and for each possible number of grid nodes would involve a very heavy computation. Then, the parameters of models have been selected using only the first of the 98 mesonet (ACME station). A 2-year validation dataset has been used to compare the different parameter combinations. An exhaustive grid search has been run to locate the optimal parameters (the cost parameter $C$ and $G$ for SMO and number of trees, shrinkage, and tree depth for GBR). For SMO with linear kernel (linear-SMO), parameter $C$ has been tested for the following values: $C \in \{0.01, 0.03, 0.06, 0.12, 0.25, 0.50, 1.00, 2.00, 4.00\}$. For SMO with RBF kernel (RBF-SMO), parameter $C$ follows the same range, and $G \in \{0.005, 0.010, 0.020, 0.040, 0.080, 0.160, 0.320, 0.640, 1.280\}$. Experiments established that for linear-SMO, the best parameter is $C = 0.03$. For RBF-SMO, the best parameters are $C = 1$ and $G = 0.01$. GBR parameters have been tested for the following values: Trees $\in \{1000, 3000, 5000, 7000\}$, Shrink $\in \{0.001, 0.005, 0.01, 0.1\}$, and Depth $\in \{6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16\}$. For GBR models, the optimal parameters are: number of trees = 5000, shrinkage = 0.01, and tree depth = 10. Those parameters have been used for all the experiments in this section.

4.2. Prediction accuracy with respect to the number of GEFS grid nodes

Figure 2 displays the evolution of MAE as the number of GEFS grid points is increased from 1 to 16 for linear-SMO, RBF-SMO, and GBR. Averaged train and test MAEs for 98 solar sites are shown on the left and right sides of Figure 2, respectively.

With respect to test MAE, it can be seen that the two non-linear models GBR and RBF-SMO perform significantly better than the linear one (linear-SMO). In all cases, it is observed that MAE tends to improve as the number of grid points increases. Both RBF-SMO and GBR obtain similar results when the number of grid points is large (8 or more). But GBR performs better when only a few grid points are used (from 1 to 4) and does not suffer from the slight overfitting observed for SMO for more than 10/11 GEFS grid points.
The main conclusions from this study are that non-linear models perform much better than the linear one and that, interestingly, the best results are obtained using more than the closest four or five grid nodes (i.e., the grid nodes surrounding the station): the minimum error is obtained from eight grid points for RBF-SMO and from 16 points for GBR (although the gain obtained by GBR from 8 to 16 points is very small: a 0.26% decrease).

4.3. Study of feature selection methods

Here, the three feature selection methods have been applied to all the features present in 16 grid points (16 * 75 = 1200 features). The 1200 attributes are ranked, and both RBF-SMO and GBR algorithms are trained and tested using the first 400, 500, 600, 800, 900, and 1000 attributes, respectively. Figures 3 and 4 display the average MAE obtained for training and testing for the 98 stations using the different numbers of attributes.

Results show that, surprisingly, although the original number of attributes is very large, the different attribute selection methods do not improve prediction error in general. Therefore, in this domain, all 1200 attributes seem relevant to some degree. However, results also show that the number of attributes can be greatly reduced without losing a significant accuracy. In the case of RBF-SMO, LIA allows us to reduce the number of attributes from 1200 to 600 and obtain the same error (1,938,241 with 600 features vs. 1,938,855 with all features). In this case, ReliefF and linear correlation obtain higher errors for the same number of (600) attributes (1,965,442 and 1,997,274, respectively). When GBR is used as regressor, the number of features cannot be reduced to the same extent, but with 800...
features, ReliefF and LIA algorithms are able to obtain quite similar errors compared with the full set of features (1,926,369 and 1,932,069, respectively, versus 1,922,594 for the 1200 features). In all cases, linear correlation is not competitive with the other methods.

Finally, we will take advantage of the attribute ranking performed by the attribute selection methods in order to know which are the most relevant meteorological variables and the most relevant grid points. For this purpose, we have selected the 400 most relevant features, and we have used the attributes selected by LIA algorithm because it provides the best results for that number of features. Figure 5 displays bar graphs of the variable names and the grid points used, from 1 (the closest) to 16, respectively. Every feature is composed of a meteorological variable name, a time of day (from 1 to 5), and a grid node number (from 1 to 16). Then, the bar graph of Figure 5(a) displays the frequency of each meteorological variable name in the 400 attributes and Figure 5(b) displays the frequency of each grid node in the 400 attributes. Figure 5(a) shows that some of the variables appear more frequently and therefore are more important for forecasting. Some of these important variables are downward long-wave radiative flux average at the surface, upward short-wave radiation at the surface, downward short-wave radiative flux average at the surface, and upward long-wave radiation at the top of the atmosphere. On the other hand, the flatness of Figure 5(b) shows that all grid nodes have a similar frequency in the 400 features, and therefore, no preference is shown for closer versus farther away grid nodes, all seem equally important.

5. PART II: AGGREGATE MODELS FOR SOLAR ENERGY FORECASTING

The aims of this section were to describe how aggregate models are constructed, to compare them with individual models (obtained in the previous section), and to experimentally test them with the purpose of forecasting at new locations.

5.1. Aggregate models

In the previous section, individual models were constructed for each station, and it was concluded that all the 16 grid nodes around each station supply relevant information. These 16 grid nodes include the four grid nodes surrounding the station (forming the inner square) and the 12 nodes that, in turn, surround the former four nodes (i.e., the outer square). Given that all the stations within the inner square share the same input data (i.e., the meteorological variables of the 16 grid nodes), we propose to build a single model, called aggregate model, for each square in the grid. The data sets for each aggregate model are constructed by joining the data associated with each station within the square. Therefore, the number of instances for training is 4383 days times the number of stations within each square. The output variable in the training set corresponds to the radiation of each station in the square. The input attributes are the five-time instants of each of the 15 meteorological
variables for each one of the 16 nodes surrounding each square (5 × 15 × 16 = 1200 attributes), like in the individual models. But in addition, the latitude and longitude of each station are added to the set of attributes, so that information about station locations is given to the model. Figure 6 illustrates the construction of the aggregate model for a square with three stations (s1, s2, and s3) that could be used to predict in location sx. Aggregate model in a square can be used to predict the solar radiation in all the stations within the square, and thus, the number of models will be reduced, from 98 (stations) to 21 (squares). But more importantly, aggregate models will be able to predict solar radiation for any location (any latitude and longitude within the square), not only for those stations in the training set.

Aggregate models will be evaluated in two ways. First, they will be used to predict solar energy in each station, just as the individual models, with the purpose of checking whether they have a reasonable performance. Predictions with aggregate models will be made for every solar station within its square by supplying its latitude and longitude to the model and compared with the predictions of the respective individual model. Years 1997 to 2005 (from all the stations within a square) are used for training and 2006 to 2007 for testing, similarly to the individual models. For instance, the square whose bottom-left coordinates are (34, –99) contains three solar stations (stations 1, 4, and 57). Years 1997 to 2005 from the three stations will be used to construct the aggregate model, which will be tested on data from the three stations, from 2006 to 2007.

Second, aggregate models will be evaluated for forecasting at new locations. In this case, aggregate models should be learned from some of the stations within the square, but tested on other stations within the square, different to the ones used for learning. Thus, the methodology for evaluating the performance of interpolation models has been similar to cross-validation (and more specifically, leave-one-out) but applied to stations instead of data instances. That is, given a square in the grid, the aggregate model is trained with all stations within the square but one, the latter being used for testing. This is carried out as many times as stations within the square; each time, one station is being used for testing. As before, years from 1997 to 2005 are used for training the aggregate models and from 2006 to 2007 for testing them. If there are N stations within the square, the final result is computed by averaging the N validation values. For instance, for square (34, –99) with stations 1, 4, and 57, three aggregate models will be constructed. The first one will use training data from stations 1 and 4, from years 1997 to 2005, and it will be tested on data from station 57, from years 2006 to 2007. The second one will use stations 1 and 57 for training and 4 for testing, and so on.

Aggregate models have been built using GBR (from the study in Section 4, it is the best algorithm regression). Similarly to individual models, GBR parameters need to be adjusted to
the new aggregate training data sets. As in Part I, parameters are number of trees, regularization parameter (shrinkage) and depth of each tree (Trees, Shrink, and Depth). Therefore, before building the final models, a study has been made of the parameters to use, using an exhaustive grid search. Seventy percent of the training data have been used for building the model and 30% for evaluating it. As in the first part, all combinations of the parameters have been tested for the following values: Trees ∈ (1000, 3000, 5000, 7000), Shrink ∈ (0.001, 0.005, 0.01, 0.1), and Depth ∈ (6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16). The two best configurations had Shrink = 0.005 and Depth = 14, with 7000 and 5000 trees, respectively. Because the difference between them was not large, the simplest configuration was chosen (5000 trees). This study was conducted with the square whose bottom-left point corresponds to latitude 36 and longitude −103 (in Figure 1, point with coordinates (4,6) of the grid), and the same configuration was used for the rest of squares. As in Part I, GBR is set to optimize the MAE.

5.2. Experimental results

Table I displays for each of the squares, the testing MAE obtained for the individual models (see column ‘Individual models’), the testing MAE of the aggregate models used for prediction (see column ‘Aggregate models’), and the testing MAE of the aggregate models used for interpolation (see column ‘Aggregate interpolation’). The number of stations within each square is also included. The bottom row displays the overall average MAE obtained by each approach (bearing in mind that it is a weighted average, because different models contain a different number of stations). Models for squares 10, 14, and 21 have not been considered, because they only include one station (therefore, the individual and aggregate models would use the same data).

With respect to aggregate models for prediction, it can be observed that the average error is very similar to the individual models (only 0.34% worse). Therefore, the performance of aggregate models for prediction is appropriate, and it is reasonable their further use for forecasting at new locations. With respect to aggregate models for interpolation, it can be observed that the average error is higher than the one obtained for prediction (1,961,738 vs. 1,929,169). This is to be expected,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model number</th>
<th>Number of stations</th>
<th>Individual models</th>
<th>Aggregate models</th>
<th>Aggregate interpolation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1,601,105.22</td>
<td>1,598,086.75</td>
<td>1,627,001.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1,949,703.18</td>
<td>1,963,578.90</td>
<td>2,007,125.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1,848,804.12</td>
<td>1,829,587.25</td>
<td>1,834,192.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1,920,817.32</td>
<td>1,926,013.42</td>
<td>1,966,784.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1,803,397.20</td>
<td>1,799,948.66</td>
<td>1,822,806.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1,810,209.57</td>
<td>1,813,106.64</td>
<td>1,835,861.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1,844,588.10</td>
<td>1,847,715.74</td>
<td>1,863,821.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1,770,555.56</td>
<td>1,772,931.67</td>
<td>1,786,517.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1,878,825.75</td>
<td>1,852,969.14</td>
<td>1,869,272.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1,885,825.48</td>
<td>1,892,303.56</td>
<td>1,924,896.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1,822,892.06</td>
<td>1,830,952.20</td>
<td>1,869,984.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1,825,561.94</td>
<td>1,847,732.68</td>
<td>1,882,323.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2,066,941.63</td>
<td>2,078,522.80</td>
<td>2,097,825.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1,917,603.84</td>
<td>1,912,938.86</td>
<td>1,936,991.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1,892,978.65</td>
<td>1,931,564.55</td>
<td>1,946,798.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2,077,039.15</td>
<td>2,074,416.33</td>
<td>2,113,034.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2,192,207.18</td>
<td>2,198,952.64</td>
<td>2,225,971.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2,008,902.16</td>
<td>2,013,784.37</td>
<td>2,042,272.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2,204,235.19</td>
<td>2,219,038.80</td>
<td>2,506,957.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2,039,895.71</td>
<td>2,052,441.62</td>
<td>2,068,843.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2,048,404.49</td>
<td>2,072,367.68</td>
<td>2,127,614.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1,922,511.51 1,929,169.40 1,9617,38.19
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because interpolation does not use as training data information from the station that is being used to measure the interpolation capability. In any case, the error obtained when interpolating across the square is acceptable and does not differ in excess from the error obtained by individual models (39,227 J/m²) and by the aggregate models (32,569 J/m²), approximately 2% in both cases. The largest difference is observed in model 22, about 300,000 J/m². This model corresponds to the model built for the square whose bottom-left corner corresponds to latitude 34 and longitude 95. In Figure 1, the point corresponds to coordinates (12,4) of the grid, and it can be seen that the two stations belonging to that square are far apart. Figure 7 plots the difference between the aggregate models for interpolation and for prediction versus the number of solar stations within the square. As it is observed, excluding the largest difference mentioned before for model 22 (with two stations), the rest of the differences are very similar and do not depend on the number of stations within the square.

Figure 7. Error differences between aggregate models for interpolation and for prediction versus number of stations in the square.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, prediction of solar energy from meteorological variables provided by NWP models is addressed. Data used in this study come from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration/Earth System Research Laboratory GEFS where the problem consists on forecasting solar energy at 98 Oklahoma Mesonet solar sites using 15 NWP variables on a 16 × 9 spatial grid. In this context, the aim of this article is twofold. First, to determine the influence of the number of grid nodes on forecasting accuracy of three different regression methods (linear SVM, RBF-SVM, and GBR). Also, given the large number of features in this domain, three different attribute selection methods have been tested (linear correlation, ReliefF, and LIA) with the purpose to extract the most relevant information (number of nodes in the grid and meteorological variables) to predict the solar energy in the 98 stations.

The second aim of this paper is to construct models not only for the solar stations used for training the models but also for any new solar site that could be deployed on a new location in the future. The models of the first part can be used to predict the solar energy in one of the stations used for training the model, but not for new different locations. With this aim, in this paper, aggregate models are built up for square regions in the grid, using the data of all the stations within the square and including as input to the models the latitude and longitude of the stations. Square regions have been used because all stations within the same square share all the meteorological variables of the 16 surrounding nodes. Those models can be used to predict the solar energy not only for the stations in the square but also for any new latitude and longitude.

With regard to the first issue, experimental results show that the non-linear methods obtain lower errors than the linear one. The non-linear models, GBR and RBF-SMO, perform similarly, although
RBF-SMO shows some slight overfitting when the number of grid points is large. Also, in the case of the best performing method (GBR), forecasting accuracy tends to improve as the number of GEFS grid nodes used as input increases, even beyond the four or five closest nodes. In the case of the GBR method, the best performance is obtained with information from at least 11 or 12 nodes, not just the four nodes around the station. Beyond 12 nodes, improvements become very small, and the trend suggests that using more than 16 nodes would not increase accuracy significantly. Contrary to what was expected, feature selection was not able to improve solar energy prediction, although with RBF-SMO, LIA can obtain similar predictions with half the attributes. However, for the best method, GBR, the best performance is obtained with all the attributes of the 16 grid nodes (1200). For this method, ReliefF algorithm performs slightly better than LIA, but the best performance is obtained with the set of all attributes. Hence, from this study, it is concluded that the best method is GBR, and the information provided by the 16 nodes around the station is relevant to obtain the best performance.

With respect to the second goal, the results obtained with aggregate models to predict solar energy in each of the 98 stations are very similar to the results obtained with individual models, showing the validity of the aggregate models. At the same time, given that latitude and longitude are inputs to the aggregate models, this approach allows us to use the model to make forecasts for new locations. To validate the latter, a similar methodology to leave-one-out has been used, where each station within the square will be used, in turn, as testing location and the rest of the stations within the square will be used to train the aggregate model. As the historical data of the testing solar station are not used to build the interpolation aggregate model, errors obtained are higher than those obtained with the aggregate model for prediction, as expected, although the increase is relatively small. Therefore, replacement of individual models by models that cover certain geographic areas is an interesting alternative to predict not only stations already known but also new locations.
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